MOVIE NIGHT
AND 31 DAY DEVO
TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT TRAFFICKING
Ascent 121 provides long term trauma recovery services for teen survivors of sex trafficking in Indiana. The Ascent 121 staff is
delighted to provide this opportunity to those who want make a real difference. Due to the trauma experienced in trafficking
and to confidentiality regulations, volunteers do not work directly with the survivors.

IN PLAIN SIGHT: STORIES OF HOPE AND FREEDOM
(DOCUMENTARY FILM)
One effective way to learn more about the issue of sex
trafficking is to host a movie night followed by a 31-day
devotional. Not only is this effective for your church Group,
but it is a compelling way to engage your neighbors, family
and friends. We encourage this project as a way to invite
others into your circle. Ascent 121 endorses this documentary
because it gives an accurate picture of domestic sex trafficking
and recovery, as well as ways that God is moving in the
redemption of survivors.
Step One
As a group, learn more about domestic minor sex trafficking
and the work of Ascent 121 by visiting Ascent121.org.
 Click WHAT WE DO and watch the short video.
 Next, click WHAT WE DO>SURVIVOR SERVICES to learn
more about our continuum of care.
Step Two
As a group determine when your movie night will take place
and the 31 days to follow for the devotional. Plan what your

movie night will include and how you will invite others to
join your group for this event. Spend some time praying over
who should be invited to participate.
Step Three
Your group will need:
 The documentary film In Plain Sight: Stories of Hope
and Freedom. The film is available on Amazon or iTunes.
 In Plain Sight: 31 Day Devotional & Group Study
Guide (one per family) available on Amazon
Step Four
Host the movie night. While this is a serious topic, your
movie night can be a fun event.
 Watch the movie as a group and use the Discussion
Questions listed in Week 1 of the Study Guide
Step Five
Use the next four weeks to work through the Study Guide
& Devotional. The group reads through Scriptures, answers
study questions and shares their personal insights.

Ascent 121 is a faith-based, non-profit human services organization with a goal of
addressing commercial sexual exploitation and domestic human trafficking through
therapeutic victim services, awareness and outreach.
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